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New Men’s Shelter: Bad for the Homeless and Bad for Business 

                          A Common-Sense Solution 
 

A recent (zoom) community discussion with over 70 participants raised significant concerns about the 

impact of the Mayor’s proposed $10 million Men’s Shelter on the homeless, the East Towne area and 

the proposed Public Market. 

Background: The East Towne site, on Zeier Rd, is planned to accommodate about 250 occupants. The 

current main shelter on First St (Johnson) with a 200-person capacity has only averaged 110 persons 

during January and February. The $14 million Public Market is planned for the same site on First as the 

current shelter. 

Bad for the Homeless: The proposed site next to East Towne and the newly opened Global Market is 

more than six miles from Downtown where the clients are usually located. “It is very unrealistic to think 

that a hundred or more homeless men will spend $4 per day on bus fare to get to the shelter. These 

folks are broke. That’s why they’re homeless,” said Baldeh. 

Brad Hinkfuss, the chair of the Dane/Madison Homeless Consortium said to the Wisconsin State Journal, 

“(T)he shelter would be far from existing services such as The Beacon, job center, health care, social 

support or free meal sites.  Also, a site on the far east side of the city means many may choose not to 

access the shelter.”   

City officials attending the meeting had no explanation on how the men would make the six mile trek to 

Zeier Rd. The First St. site on the other hand has been fully developed at a cost of over $1 million and is 

little more than one mile from the Beacon Day Shelter. 

Bad for Business: Business owners from around the area were critical of the proposal as harmful to their 

businesses and of the city officials for not discussing the proposal with them or conducting a study of the 

economic impact of the Shelter.  

Shi Guanming, a business owner in the newly established Global Market behind East Towne criticized 

the city’s indifference to the sacrifice made by dozens of Asian small-business owners who have opened 

stalls at the Global Market as well as the Asian grocery. “To date, the city has not contacted any of us to 

ask our views. Do they care if our businesses are ruined by this? We would have more people at this 

meeting but most of our operators do not speak much English. “ 

The owner of Legacy Imports, across from East Towne said, “East Towne and the area as a whole is 

barely hanging on. Having 100-200 homeless men hanging around all day in the Mall, panhandling on 

the street and so on will be the last straw.” 



Terrance Wall, a major housing developer in the area said, “The Sun Prairie retail development has 

“eaten our lunch” in Madison. If this goes through, there will no retail on the far eastside. I will seriously 

question whether I should continue to invest millions in future housing development in this area.” 

Mick Conrad noted that the proposed re-use of Menards as a day-care complex was less than a half-mile 

from the Shelter which is a violation of state law. He noted that the city would be in violation of the law 

if it housed registered sex offenders.  

Gary Halverson, who will become District 17 Alder when the new Council is sworn in said, “It is 

untenable to ask those experiencing homelessness to find a way out to the Zeier Rd location. I am 

concerned that those who will need this shelter most will be left unable to access it therefore is 

important that the shelter is close to the day services provided by the Beacon while we work toward 

building a facility that can house both. 

 Baldeh said, “East Towne and many of its nearby businesses are struggling to stay open. (East Towne 

has already declared bankruptcy.) Instead of throwing a life-line, the city is tossing them a hand 

grenade. Every morning when the shelter closes the men must leave but will have nothing to do but go 

to East Towne. Given the setbacks from internet sales and the pandemic, these businesses may not 

survive this body-blow from City Hall.” 

Baldeh cautioned that this opposition isn’t NIMBYism. “This is to stop the demolition of a conveniently 

located facility built last year for over $1 million and to stop spending wasteful spending of misplaced, 

overly large site that will harm its area.” 

 The Common-Sense Solution: More than one speaker noted that the only reason to move the homeless 

men to East Towne is to make way for a Public Market to be located at First St. (This is despite the fact 

that the Market has failed to raise sufficient federal and private funds in over six years and will cost local 

taxpayers $7 million plus operating costs.)  

• Keep the Men’s Shelter on First St: Saves $10 million in construction costs and will be much 

easier for men to get to than East Towne and thus, it is more likely to be used. 

 

• Build the Public Market near East Towne: I support the concept of a Public Market and I would 

like it to succeed. If it is located in a residential neighborhood far from a major highway and with 

very limited parking, it will struggle to breakeven.  

Having East Towne, (the privately funded) Global Market and the Public Market next to each 

other would be mutually beneficial. Tourists staying in the E. Wash. hotel corridor, BRT 

commuters and East Towne shoppers would make a strong customer base. 

The Saver’s site can be transformed at a much lower cost than the current $14-15 million price 

tag for the market and has much more parking. Also, unlike East Towne, the East Wash.- Capitol 

Development corridor is doing very well without a Public Market   

     -END- 



 
 


